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Insulated · Durable · Light Weight
Ample Size

SHELTON REFRIGERATED BUCKET BASKETS

Just the answer for cold drinks and fresh, crisp foods on those picnics, outings, boating excursions, vacationing or fishing trips. — it is even convenient for use at your outdoor grill.

Our Refrigerator Bucket Basket, like every Shelton Basket, is woven of our hand-drawn splint and it is, therefore, not only highly attractive but exceptionally sturdy. Excellent insulation between the lining and the basket insures ample cold drinks and food. The basket is large enough to accommodate at least five large quart bottles or more than a dozen smaller bottles along with a generous quantity of ice. Basket available with either an electro-plated steel lining or our deluxe non-ferrous “Nickeloid” lining which is zinc with a lustrous Nickel finish.

This Shelton Refrigerator Basket, 10” diameter by 12½” deep, is large, yet light in weight and convenient for carrying with its heavy oak swing handle. It is sturdy and also highly attractive with its lustrous walnut finish on both the basket and hardwood plywood cover. This is an unsurpassed value in baskets that you cannot afford to miss.

“Shelton Baskets are America’s Best”

SHELTON BASKET COMPANY, Shelton, Conn.